MELBOURNE WILL WELCOME ON 21 FEBRUARY
2019 AERIAL SEARCH & RESCUE ASIA PACIFIC
2019
News / Events / Festivals

Aerial Search & Rescue Asia Pacific 2019, Australia’s inaugural aerial search and rescue
event, expands its reach after Tangent Link’s successful series in Europe over the past six
years.
Supported by the Australian Maritime Safety Authority (AMSA), whose search and rescue
region covers 53 million square kilometres including the Australian continent, large areas
of the Indian, Pacific and Southern Oceans as well as the Australian Antarctic territories, a
tenth of the world’s surface, it seemed pertinent to bring the event down under.
The two-day conference includes a program covering operational and technical topics,
along with the sharing of past experiences and exploring future plans providing delegates
with a wide range of actionable material and the opportunity to consolidate on existing
knowledge. Subjects to discuss include analysis of SAR in Australia, Malaysia, Papua New
Guinea, the Philippines, the Maldives and Antarctica, as well as operational topics covering
both fixed and rotary wings and the hot topic of drone regulation. Other presentations
investigate the sharing of aerial assets across different mission types, the medical aspects
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capabilities through the use of Australia's satellite positioning program.
Aerial SAR APAC 2019 will review the latest national and international management policies,
provide case studies of recent operations and examine operating procedures. The event will also
explore and demonstrate the latest technologies, debate and discuss the questions in the minds of
the world’s leading exponents and deliberate over how the future of aerial SAR may look.
Speakers include experts from across the aerial SAR world, including
Mick Kinley - Chief Executive Officer of Australian Maritime Safety Authority
David Edwards - International Search & Rescue expert, US Coast Guard
Karel Nemec - Director of Rescue Coordination Centre, LPS SR š. p., Slovakia
Martin Boyle - Planning, Projects & Risk Manager for the Australian Antarctic Division, Dept
of Environment and Energy in Australia
First Admiral Mohd Izhar bin Hassan - Director, Air Operation Division, Malaysian Maritime
Enforcement Agency
International government and military SAR delegations will be joining us from Fiji, the Maldives,
Malaysia, New Caledonia, New Zealand, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Samoa,
Seychelles, Slovakia and the USA along with their Australian counterparts.
Additionally, to accessing the conference and exhibition, delegates can join us at the associated
networking functions as well as the static display where AMSA’s SAR Challenger Jet will be on
display.
Company presentations from sponsors including Cobham Aviation Services, Babcock, Toll
Helicopters, Sentient Vision Systems, and other significant vendors in the aerial SAR world.
The accompanying industry specific exhibition provides delegates with the opportunity to discuss
topics in more detail on a one-to-one basis with the company representatives attending. Exhibitors
include Air Affairs Australia, Astronics, Axnes AS, Bristow Group, CarteNav Solutions, Collins
Aerospace, Dallas Airmotive, DART Aerospace, Nautilus Aviation, Overwatch Imaging, Point
Trading Group, Sikorsky and Toll Group.
For more information on Aerial Search & Rescue Asia Pacific 2019 please visit www.sar-apac.com.
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